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Barrier Reef Pools have scooped
the awards pool for the second
year in a row by taking all the
prizes for fibreglass lap pools.

Lap pools have become a
popular inclusion in new WA
homes and in recent years
fibreglass versions have
emerged to compete with
traditional concrete lap pools.

The gold award for fibreglass
lap pools at the annual
SPASAWA awards of excellence
went to a bold, geometric design
at a new home in Coogee.

The 12m lap pool conforms to
the architectural style of the
home and is an extension of the
living rooms that spill out into a
wide alfresco space. The lane
width of the pool is 2.8m while
an extension to 3.45m provides
and entry point with
underwater steps.

The depth of the pool is
constant at 1.35m and the
internal finish is a shimmer
gelcoat while limestone paving
is laid around the edges. A
separate spa is framed with the
same limestone and located
alongside the alfresco.

A series of ledges forms a
water feature on the far side of
the pool creating a varied
cascade of water into the pool.

There are two underwater

LED lights, a Hurlcon filter and
pump, a Zodiac chlorinator and
solar heating. The cost of the
pool was $39,000.

Barrier Reef Pools won their
silver award for a fibreglass lap
pool on a corner block in
Harrisdale. Exact engineering
was required to locate this 12m
pool so close to the boundary
and landscaping around the pool
area makes it an ideal
entertainment area.

Wide underwater seating is

fitted on one side extension with
optional spa jets and there is an
underwater LED light.

The constant depth of 1.35m
allows for lap swimming as well
as walking exercises. 

A water feature built at one
end provides remote-controlled
water flows and also hides the
pool equipment that includes a
Hurlcon filter and pump, a Pool
Shark automatic pool cleaner
and a Viron gas heater.

The pool has a pool blanket

and roller and ModWood
decking for low maintenance.

It cost $34,000 to establish.
Bronze in this lap pool

category went to another
Barrier Reef Pool entry at a
Mindarie home where the pool
is visible from most rooms of
the house.

The 12m pool was installed
across the back of the home
with a stone clad water feature
along one side adding to its
appeal. Solar heating has been

installed and the swimming lane
has side entry steps. 

Two Hurlcon underwater LED
lights are remotely controlled
for a night show and there are
four spa jets around the entry
steps. Semi-frameless glass
fencing and a Daisy pool blanket
are extra inclusions to this pool
which cost $30,000.
......................................................

Contact details: Barrier Reef Pools,
9314 1388.
......................................................

Barrier Reef Pools won gold for this residential fibreglass lap pool for a new home in Coogee.

Barrier’s silver award-
winning pool at Harrisdale.

The bronze award was also won by
Barrier Reef Pools.

Barrier scoops up all prizes
ANN McRAE

When you share a dream with someone, creating it is easier and more enjoyable. So if we don’t talk 

much at the beginning, it’s because we’re listening. We need to know you, how you live now, and what 

you’re thinking. Only then can we come back with suggestions on how to maximize your space and 

the quality of your home. So there are no surprises mid-relationship we work to an agreed timeline 

and a fixed price. With the right partner everything’s better, but you knew that already.

Call Metro 9333 0808 or South West 9722 0390 for an FREE design consultation.  
     facebook.com/SummitHomeImprovements
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Our unique service includes
 Award winning designers and free design consultation
 Exclusive interior design service
 Quality construction and all building approvals
 Quality assured building inspection
 Lifetime structural guarantee
 Fixed price contract
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